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Clarity * Motivation * Inspiration * Action * Transformation
Sarai cuts to the heart of the issues at hand to help people jump to their feet for the right “YES!,” 
let go of the things that hold them back, and move forward in their lives with new-found joy, 
certainty, and determination. Sarai brings an alchemy of pragmatism, magic, and humor to the stage 
so people look within, make decisions, and make bold moves forward.

Keynotes

Live Into It: a Radical Life Map for Audacious Souls 
& Organizations

45-minute Keynotes can also be 
broken down into 60 or 90-minute 
breakout sessions and expanded into 
3-hour, highly interactive workshops.

Business Embodied: Get 
your Business Out of Your 
head and Into the world 
- Dissolve energetic blocks 
- Get clear on your people, your 
magic, and your strategy

How to Talk About What 
You Do
- Spark Relationships
- Speak with clarity to compel

Mission Mirroring
- See how we inadvertantly recreate 
the conditions we try to solve outside 
on the inside of our organizations
- Identify ways to prevent mirroring

Lead in Love
- Learn how to integrate 
human-centered management and 
leadership into your work
- Evolve into a better and better 
version of yourself each day
- Harness the power of connectedness 
to create a culture of belonging in 
your organization

Learn:
Phases of Transformation
manage Change for humans (not robots)
Your Three Brains (head, Heart, Gut)

Workshop Topics

Rekindle Your Passion: Burnout-Proof Your Life 
& Organization

Learn: 
Signs of burnout and what to do about it
Burnout in the body
Simple ways to thwart burnout for good

IT'S NOT ABOUT YOU: comfort WITH DISCOMFORT 
SO YOU CAN BUILD A CULTURE OF BELONGING

Learn:
Face Internalized Bias without Defensiveness
curiousity in discomfort-not shutting down
Go beyond inclusion toward belonging

Book at 
http://bit.ly/saraispeaks



Sarai Johnson is a best-selling author, sought after 
speaker, and creatrix coach. She has nearly two decades of 
experience managing businesses, nonprofits, people, proj-
ects, and as a creative entrepreneur. 

She earned her Master of Public Administration and a 
Graduate Certificate in Nonprofit Management from the 
University of Oregon, and certifications in Cognitive 
Behavioral Therapy, Book Yourself Solid® Coaching, 200 
RYT Yoga Alliance, and project management, among others, 
and is an Emerge Oregon alumna. 

At home, Sarai enjoys her rambunctious boys, Kalevvi and 
Taavi, her boyfriend, Isaac Judd, and her dog, Penny, in 
their hometown of Eugene, Oregon. When she isn't creat-
ing, writing, speaking, or coaching, she is probably getting 
lost in the woods or floating down a river somewhere.

“Sarai Is the BEST workshop presenter EVER!” - Fay De Buhr, Community Supported Shelters

 

“My Whole Brain Just shifted during Sarai’s Workshop.”  - Chandra LeGue, Middle Fork Willamette

Watershed Council

“I will be honest; I was super skeptical prior to the workshop and Sarai freaking BLEW ME AWAY. 

I feel like for once I actually thought about how to talk about my work in a new way, and was 

forced to really dig into it.” - Rebecca Sprinson, Eugene Education Foundation

“I loved it as did the other 5 members from our League who attended! Sarai made such an impact

on all of us.  We literally, talk about Sarai all the time.” - Kristin W. Kilshaw, President, Junior

League of Portland, over a year after attending Sarai’s workshop

“Sarai was able to not only make us all feel comfortable, but she helped bring things out that

we weren’t even aware of. I was so pumped up after the workshop and couldn’t stop thinking about

all of the new ideas I had from Sarai!” - Elizabeth Blue, Artist, Illustrator

 

BioClients
Sarai has graced many stages and workshop venues 
including: 

What People Are Saying


